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Minimally Disruptive In-stream Advertisement Placement Within Videos
ABSTRACT
Lightweight, short video clip advertisements can be embedded at various points within a
video content stream and drive brand recall for the advertiser. However, such ads can interrupt
the user’s viewing experience and can potentially create a negative impact on the advertised
brand. This disclosure describes techniques to place short advertisements within a video content
stream at positions where viewing experience is least likely to be negatively affected by such
advertisement insertion. The timing of an ad in a video, as originally inserted, is modified by
applying a correction based on the audiovisual information from the video stream. Optimal
positions to insert advertisements are determined by a trained machine learning model that
generates an event score at different points in a video. The points with low event scores and that
are within a threshold of the original ad position can be selected for insertion of the
advertisement.
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BACKGROUND
One technique of online advertising is to place lightweight, short video clip
advertisements within a video content stream. The typical goal of such advertisements is to drive
brand recall for the advertiser. Typically, such advertisements are placed at various points within
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a video stream without taking into account the content of the stream. As a result, users can
experience these advertisements as a sudden interruption in the video content they are watching.
For example, while a user is watching a video highlights of a sporting event, a short video clip of
the advertisement may potentially be shown in the middle of a key passage of play. Such ad
placement can be frustrating and can potentially create a negative impact on the video viewing
experience as well as the advertised brand.
DESCRIPTION
This disclosure describes techniques to place short advertisements within a video content
stream at positions where viewing experience is least likely to be negatively affected by such
advertisement insertion. The timing of an ad in a video, as originally inserted, is modified by
applying a correction based on the audiovisual information from the video stream.

Fig. 1: Adjusting position of advertisement in a video based on the event score
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Fig. 1 shows an example of operational implementation of the techniques described in
this disclosure. Video advertisements are originally placed at several locations (104, pink) within
the playback stream (102) of a video that the user wishes to watch. The audiovisual content of
the video is analyzed by a trained event score regression model (106) to map the video frames
and associated audio to a compressed one-dimensional event score (114) for the video stream.
The event score is a continuous variable between 0 and 1, indicating the likelihood that
an advertisement placed at particular points is disruptive to the viewing experience, with 0 being
the least disruptive and 1 being the most disruptive. If the event score is lower at points within a
threshold (e.g., within N seconds on either side of the original placement of the advertisement),
then a small correction is applied to shift the advertisement to a revised position (116, red) at
which the event score is the lowest.
The point at which the event score reaches an optimal point for placing an advertisement
can be determined by simple debouncer-enabled thresholding. If such a point is more than N
seconds away from the original position of the advertisement, the correction is ignored because a
larger local adjustment may result in a negative global impact, e.g., if it results in too many
advertisements occurring within a short interval. Alternatively, the event regressor model can be
used to identify positions with the lowest scores in the video that are suitably spaced apart which
can then be used for ad placement.
The event regressor model can be trained on a large corpus of training video content
annotated to mark times at which a viewer is least likely to perceive insertion of an
advertisement as disruptive to the viewing experience. The model is provided with training data
that is separated into audiovisual content within T seconds of markers (considered as optimal for
the placement of an advertisement) and the rest. The model can be of any suitable form, such as a
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deep multi-head convolutional network. The audio and visual models can be separate
convolutional layers up to a fully-connected embedding as they represent different features at
different time scales. Such a network can be set up for aggressive convolutional feature
downsampling independently for the visual and audio contents up front, with the features getting
married mid-layer with full connections. The output layer can enforce a SoftMax function to
ensure that the final event score is a continuous variable between 0 and 1.
The training data with annotations to mark the least disruptive times within videos can be
gathered via one or more of any suitable mechanisms such as human coders hired to create such
markers, viewers incentivized to provide annotations, etc. Videos can be annotated with markers
via suitable user interface (UI) mechanisms, such as a time position marker under the playback
progress bar. Intuitively, the annotations correlate with low audio energy (e.g., no sounds or
dialog) and/or low visual salience (e.g., dark transition frames).
While watching a video, the annotator can mark all times within the video where it would
be suitable to place a short video advertisement. As such, the labeling process is not constrained
by the original timestamps for the advertisement, but based solely on the audiovisual content.
The accuracy of the regressor model is driven by the labeling process as it is a functional
approximation based on the data itself, without any a priori modeling.
The analysis of a video to determine if any adjustments are desirable to the original
placement of advertisements can be performed at any suitable time, such as during the display of
an initial advertisement shown prior to the beginning of the video playback. The various
threshold values used in an operational implementation of the techniques, such as N, T, event
score minima, etc., can be set by the developers and/or determined dynamically at runtime.
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With user permission, the described techniques can be implemented with any application
or service that hosts and serves video content with embedded advertising. Implementation of the
techniques can result in less disruptive video viewing experience, thus providing a more coherent
user experience (UX) for viewing videos and a greater likelihood of success for the
advertisements placed in the video.
CONCLUSION
This disclosure describes techniques to place short advertisements within a video content
stream at positions where viewing experience is least likely to be negatively affected by such
advertisement insertion. The timing of an ad in a video, as originally inserted, is modified by
applying a correction based on the audiovisual information from the video stream. Optimal
positions to insert advertisements are determined by a trained machine learning model that
generates an event score at different points in a video. The points with low event scores and that
are within a threshold of the original ad position can be selected for insertion of the
advertisement.
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